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Abstract
Are campus movements concerning free speech—from Berkeley in the 1960s to
the campaign against political correctness today—really about speech? Are movements
really concerned with civil liberties on campus or are their calls for free speech excited
by partisan motives? While free speech movements are never purely driven by civil
libertarian concerns, they should not be considered simply partisan either. Campus
speech movements have frequently united activists across the ideological spectrum,
which suggests that these movements aren’t only sectarian in nature. It also confirms that
these movements are in fact about speech, because those advocating for it have a wide
range of motives, but free speech is the point of agreement. However, this is not to say
that there aren’t ulterior partisan underpinnings in these pushes for free speech.
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Introduction
The First Amendment to the Constitution reads, in part, “Congress shall make no
law abridging the freedom of speech.” For the entire life of the United States of America,
free speech has been a central tenet of its culture and institutions. Since the 1960s
movements on college campuses have periodically arisen to defend the freedom of
speech. While they all claim to advance the ideals of the First Amendment, it is clear that
these movements have also been driven by more ideological motives. So are free speech
movements really about speech? Or do they simply put the principles of the First
Amendment to partisan ends?
Before the 1960s, it was generally taken as a given that administration and faculty
should run the campus in a paternalistic manner, protecting students and nurturing them
along a specific path. This often included restricting political speech on campus. As the
Civil Rights Movement gained popularity throughout the country, student activists
became determined that free speech and political advocacy should be allowed on campus.
In the fall semester of 1964, the Free Speech Movement (FSM) and its leader, Mario
Savio, took up this challenge at the University of California in Berkeley. The FSM
recruited many of its student activists from the Civil Rights Movement—a formative
political experience that provided students with a desire to press both for racial equality
and free speech on campus. While these moral and civil libertarian ideals were critical to
the success of the FSM, other crucial members did not share these political beliefs.
Furthermore, many students joined up because of their belief in the counterculture, or
simply to assert student power generally. This confluence of different groups allowed for
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the great success of the FSM, and also can explain its influence on both the New Left and
counterculture.
This era of free speech on campus would not last. Throughout the Western World,
the late 1980s was a time where hate speech began to be codified and prohibited. While
governments were passing these laws in Europe, the First Amendment made that
impossible in the United States. Unlike in Europe, where hate speech was limited at
institutions because of the law, groups in the United States had to pass their own rules if
they wanted to do the same. Many university administrators in the US worked with
faculty and students to enact sensible-seeming, similar codes against hate speech on their
campuses. Despite the good intentions behind these codes, they would generate more
controversy than they were likely to prevent. Certain groups on the far left pushed further
speech codes, arguing that offensive speech creates an unsafe environment for underrepresented groups. Safe spaces and trigger warnings were adapted, and speakers who
had views that might be offensive to these groups were protested and even prevented
from speaking. In response, some critics on the right challenged these prohibitions,
painting these speech codes as a partisan fight.
Luckily, there has been a bipartisan push to return to free speech on campus.
Professors from around the country have decried such restrictions as unnecessary,
infantilizing, and ultimately self-defeating. Using psychology, theories about education,
and philosophy, groups that fight for free speech have argued against these restrictions,
which seem to be waning, at least at the administrative level.
In looking at speech movements on college campuses, it becomes clear that there
is no unified goal. While many do truly seek free speech as a goal in and of itself, others
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have slightly different motives. Whether they believe that free speech is instrumental for
our educational system, or they believe that limiting speech is the proper answer for
resolving historical imbalances of power, these debates over speech are extremely
important for advocates’ ends. In fact, the mix of all these different causes is what has
caused the success of so many of these speech movements, and why the debate continues
today.

4

Free Speech and Civil Rights: Movements in Lockstep
When most think about the Free Speech Movement, they think about Mario Savio
making one of two speeches; either atop a police car on the night of October 1st, 1964, or
atop the steps of Sproul Plaza, on December 2nd of the same year, speaking about the
operation of the machine. Many think of a group of apartisan students fighting against a
paternalistic administration in a fight that only involved the campus at Berkeley.. Many
think of a picture like that of the Weather Underground or other, far more radical and
countercultural leftist movements. While not necessarily fully inaccurate, this picture
whitewashes the complexities that defined the movement. This was not a sudden,
apartisan gasp by the student body; instead, it was a movement years in the making that
coalesced given the right people, place, and time in history.
The Free Speech Movement was about free speech, but in relation to other
important ends. The Civil Rights Movement and the Free Speech Movement were
inexorably linked, with similar tactics, ideals, and even activists that participated in both
movements. Savio and his group fought for free speech because they believed that free
speech and advocacy was the best way to fight injustice. While they may not have been
free speech purists, they understood how central it was to their cause.
Background at Berkeley
1964 was not the ideological start of the Free Speech Movement. While leftist
ideologies came together in the movement, the first display of the elements that would
form the FSM showed up in 1958, in the form of the student political party SLATE. A
leftist-moderate group, this student political party shocked the administration and the
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Greek groups by winning the presidency of the student body in 1959.1 Shocked, the
administration kicked members of SLATE out of the student government,2 figuring that
the erosion of their political power would lead to them ceasing to cause an issue.
However, SLATE, founded on a platform against discrimination in campus groups,34
decided to move some of their efforts away from campus itself and focused on fulfilling
its goals in the surrounding areas. When The House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC) , which was well known to target leftists, issued a subpoena for SLATE member
and Berkeley sophomore Douglas Wachter, students and other leftists in Berkeley
organized a protest that would end with San Francisco police turning hoses on the
demonstrators, leading to arrests including 31 Berkeley students.5 These charges would
be dropped, and the protest demonstrated that student action could be effective. In
response, HUAC made an error in judgment in creating Operation Abolition, a
propaganda film depicting the protests. While the film got airtime in anti-communist
areas of the country, it led to further issues for the administration at Berkeley. Reginald
Zelnick, one of the leading FSM faculty allies, recalls that the film was a “blessing to
SLATE, since exposing its inaccuracies was an effective way of unmasking HUAC while
simultaneously stimulating student political activity.”6 The film not only had effects at

1

W. J Rorabaugh, Berkeley At War, The 1960S, 1st ed. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1990). P. 15
2
ibid
3
Robert Cohen and Reginald E Zelnik, The Free Speech Movement, 1st ed. (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2002). P. 248
4
This mostly in reference to the fraternities, which continued to discriminate against
Jews and people of color.
5
Rorabaugh, p. 15
6
Cohen and Zelnick, 268
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the time at the university, but also contributed to Berkeley’s reputation as a place for
radicals. As Steve Weissman, one of the leaders of the FSM wryly notes, “If HUAC only
knew how many of us first thought of coming to Berkeley after seeing that film.”7
Ironically, in trying to abolish radicalism and cracking down on resistance, HUAC and
like-minded officials actually fomented the student uprising they so feared.
Of course, Senator McCarthy was dead, and McCarthyism dying. The big
political identity question of the 1950s was communism, but as the 60s rolled around, a
new movement began to take shape around the country: one for civil rights for African
Americans. SLATE and allies would switch their focus to this new issue, with results that
would change history. After a period of continued Berkeley student protest in the Bay
Area, on March 1st, 1964, massive protests took place at the Sheraton Palace hotel in San
Francisco. The hotel continued to utilize discriminatory hiring practices, leading to a
coalition of black activists and mostly white students coalescing for an act of non-violent
civil disobedience.8 Among the Berkeley students that attended was a freshman from
Queens named Mario Savio, for whom this was his first protest. Savio was energized by
the act of protest itself, while noting the tactical errors that the leaders made, such as poor
communication and lack of a true democratic voting system, which he would attempt to
solve when he later led the FSM.9 During the course of these protests, Savio was
arrested, providing somewhat of a true initiation into activism, and allowing him to show
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how truly political his convictions were. When appealing the penalties for missing class,
he wrote to the UCB administration urging that they defend the rights of students to
protest in order to secure civil rights.10 This is a clear statement not in favor of free
speech itself, but as a way to promote a political agenda.
The protests at the Sheraton affected many more young activists than just Mario
Savio. Jo Freeman, a veteran of protests who would be arrested during the events of the
FSM, recalls feeling more justified than ever as rough treatment from the police only
hardened her belief in the cause.11 Jack Weinberg, a Berkeley grad student and leader of
the campus CORE12 group, was also arrested in the protests,13 leading to an increasing
friendship between Savio and him that would endure throughout the FSM. Protests like
Sheraton, or the ones at Lucky’s helped to embolden what would form the base of the
FSM.
Freedom Summer
At the end of the spring semester in 1964 many young activists chose to spend
their summer participating in one of the most influential civil rights actions; Freedom
Summer in Mississippi. Many of the Berkeley students who had participated in the
protests of the prior semester traveled thousands of miles to the South in order to help
register African-American voters, responding to a speech made in December at Berkeley
10

Cohen, p. 45
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by civil rights icon John Lewis.14 Veterans of the somewhat disorganized protests in the
Bay Area were impressed by the organization of the Freedom Summer, something that
later became a strength of the FSM.15 The students that went were clearly following the
example of Savio’s words to the administration. They were not merely looking to assert
their rights; they wanted to utilize their rights for specific political and policy ends, in this
case, equal rights for African Americans. This summer proved useful in another sense, as
it toughened those who participated up. As a veteran of the movement noted, “a student
who has been chased by the KKK in Mississippi is not easily scared by university
bureaucrats.”16 When FSM students later faced arrests and police violence, these
experiences helped resolve them to their situation.
Of course, the Freedom Summer not only affected the movement in general, but
also many of those who would come to lead it. For Savio, however, this proved more
than just a stepping-stone of activism; in fact, it sparked a complete transformation. The
transformation was more than simply symbolic; what else could explain someone
described before the summer as “not a very creative guy… who did not play much of a
leadership role”17 and who had a terrible stutter18 becoming an inspirational speaker and
leader of a massive movement. Watching Bob Moses, one of the leaders of SNCC19
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Savio found a leader to emulate, recalling that he “wanted to be Bob Moses if (he)
could.”20 Savio recalls many life-changing moments during his time in Mississippi,
perhaps the most intense taking place when Savio went with an elderly black farmer to
help him register to vote for the first time. Standing at the door, watching the man
struggle to get a registration form from the white registrar, he felt anger and shame at the
fact that this man was “treated worse than a dog. And you’re powerless to do anything. It
tears your insides.”21 Moments like this caused Savio to convince himself of a sort of
holiness to his cause, and he continued to get more involved. Unlike men such as Michael
Schwerner, Savio survived the violence of the summer, but he did not escape totally
unscathed. On July 22nd in Jackson, two members of the Ku Klux Klan assaulted Savio
and another student volunteer, Robert Osman. Savio only sustained minor injuries, but
Osman required hospitalization.22 In dealing with law enforcement in the aftermath,
Savio became frustrated at the systemic racism, and vowed to continue advocating for the
cause without letting “stupid bureaucratic rules get in the way.”23 The Savio that would
return to Berkeley for the fall semester in 1964 was far different than the shy, stuttering
young man who traveled to Mississippi months earlier. He had found his passion, and a
political era and movement ready for his newfound zeal. While the changes in him were
clearly personal, they were also clearly driven by politics.
Leading up to October
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Savio’s new zeal would end up running afoul of Berkeley’s long-standing
political restrictions. Called the Kerr directives, these represented an effort by the
President of the University of California to restrict the infiltration of politics onto the
California campuses. Clark Kerr was hardly an authoritarian conservative, as he has been
portrayed, even being investigated by the FBI at the behest of powerful conservatives in
California for being too liberal.24 His directives were initially used to mitigate some of
the policies of McCarthyism, such as the loyalty oath and investigation of professors
thought to be too liberal.25 However, Kerr, while the brilliant father of the modern
American public university system, was quite attached to his own vision of the role of the
university. In seeing the university as a place to “fuel America’s economic growth and
technical development”26 Kerr also sought to keep dissent and politics out of the
university, so that students would not be distracted in this purpose.27 Savio imagined a
completely different view of the university, where the “political currents that swirled
around in the larger society (i.e. civil rights) could make their way onto campus; and
students would become politically conscious workers for social change.”28 This view was
inspired by his work in Mississippi, for he wanted to bring the consciousness and drive
for change he had gained there back to Berkeley. This was perfectly compatible with the
forces behind civil rights and the other contemporary progressive movements. In fact, for
Mario the “New Left the personal merged with the political, making it difficult to
24

Seth Rosenfeld, Subversives: The FBI’S War On Student Radicals, And Reagan’S Rise
To Power, 1st ed. (New York, N.Y.: Picador, 2013).
25
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28
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disentangle Mario from Mississippi,”29 which made Kerr’s vision so stifling. Savio
believed that he could not further his education without exposure to the political world.
Kerr believed that said exposure hindered further education. These two visions were
irreconcilable and there was no question that some sort of conflict was inevitable. Savio’s
frustration at not being able to continue the mission he had participated in Mississippi
was the catalyst for his future leadership in the FSM30. Without Savio, the movement
never takes off; and so whatever it became and spawned, it clearly had its genesis in the
Freedom Summer.
However, this movement may not have taken nearly the same had path if not for a
number of actions that the administration undertook. Upon arriving back at campus for
the fall semester, many of the pro civil rights students continued the activities performed
in the spring. Notable among these were passing out flyers advocating nominally illegal
activity in pursuit of the cause. The most common practice that these groups undertook
was the act of tabling, setting up tables in order to attract passersby. These tables were set
up on what was called the Bancroft Strip, a small area of sidewalk that was believed to be
on city property.31 However, on September 14th, 1964, Dean of Students Katherine Towle
announced a ban on political advocacy on the Bancroft Strip while revealing that the area
was actually university property. Towle, an American pioneer for women in the military,

29

Cohen, 70
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wasn’t necessarily acting on her own beliefs in making this decision.32 Instead, she was
acting on the orders of Chancellor Edward Strong and his assistant Alex Sheriffs. Strong
and Sheriffs were known for being staunch conservatives and very against communism,
and justified the ban with the assertion that a “call for revolution”33 was the result of
allowing the advocacy to continue. The theory that former Senator William Knowland,
the extremely conservative owner of the Oakland Tribune, urged a dean to enact this
ban34 isn’t damaged by the fact that Sheriffs would later become Ronald Reagan’s
education advisor during his governorship of California.35 It’s important to remember that
not only was the Free Speech Movement driven by politics, but also that much of the
opposition was political in nature.
The response to this ban was only amplified by the fact that it was election
season, and by strife inside the administration itself. When the ban was announced, Kerr
was not in California, or even the United States, but boarding a plane in Tokyo after a
month-long vacation. Kerr maintains that Strong made the decision without any input
from the president, and upon returning, Kerr encouraged Strong to overturn the ban.36
Strong refused, whether for political or personal reasons, and as a result of the ban,
students from all political viewpoints were outraged at what they saw as a reversal of

32

"Katherine Amelia Towle | American Educator And Military Officer", Encyclopedia
Britannica, last modified 2015, accessed February 14, 2017,
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Cohen and Zelnick, 373
34
Cohen and Zelnick, 435
35
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Britannica, last modified 2015, accessed February 14, 2017,
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36
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practice and a restriction of their rights. After meetings between leaders of campus
political organizations and administrators, the ban was changed, but in a way that dripped
with political purpose. The revised ban allowed the support of candidates and issues, but
not “recruiting people for off-campus action and raising money.”37 This allowed
traditional political groups to continue most of their activities while stifling many of the
pro-civil rights groups by still repressing protest. This seems consistent with Kerr’s view
of the university, as candidate and policy debates do not disrupt the development of
students as assets to America. Instead, it was the wild upheaval that civil rights advocates
wished for, and the promise of disruption via protest that scared both Berkeley
administrators and the conservative power players in Bay Area politics.38 In constructing
the ban in this manner, Strong attempted to placate the students while retaining the
political status quo, but in trying to do too much, Strong got neither and went down in
infamy.
Instead of capitulating once the administrations gave a number of concessions,
students who had experienced battles far more tense than this one reacted with resolve.
As Bettina Aptheker, one of the leaders of the FSM, notes, “Mario always maintained
that freedom of speech meant, above all else, the protection of speech with
consequences.”39 Thus, concessions were only useful if they allowed you to continue to
pursue your ends. The revised ban was still “unacceptable because at the height of the
Civil Rights Movement it was precisely the advocacy of nonviolent civil disobedience
37

Freeman, 148
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39
Cohen and Zelnick. 129
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that assured the promise of success.”40 This makes obvious the fact that free speech itself
was not the issue being debated, but merely the means by which the two sides conducted
their argument. Neither side doubted any right to free speech; the issue at hand was what
could be said and in support of which cause. However, both sides realized that speech
was instrumental to their ends.
The Police Car
Students continued to table in defiance of the new rules, not only at the Bancroft
Strip, but also in Sproul Plaza, where advocacy of any type had been forbidden for years.
Throughout the coming weeks, the rift between the administration and these students
deepened, until on September 30th, Chancellor Strong decided to indefinitely suspend
eight students for tabling, including Savio.41 The next day, Jack Weinberg was arrested
for a violation of campus rules while passing out civil rights leaflets. Weinberg, who had
been arrested three times already, went limp, and by the time he had been carried to the
police car, students surrounded it.42 This was finally the chance for the type of forceful
yet non-violent action that typified the Civil Rights Movement, tacitly recognized with
the protestors’ decision to sing “We Shall Overcome,” a widely recognized anthem of the
movement. Jackie Goldberg, perhaps the most moderate of the famous FSM leaders,
characterized the protest as “the only spontaneous act (she’d) ever seen in her political
career,”43 which set the tone for how the movement would continue. It is at this moment
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that the movement moved away from their laser focus on Civil Rights, and also took on
the administration, but nonetheless, not only did the roots of the movement clearly come
from Civil Rights, but also, those beliefs continued to drive both the FSM and many of its
most influential leaders.
While moving away from that main focus of Civil Rights, the Free Speech
Movement managed to maintain a connection that if not quite as strong idealogically, was
secure because of the shared methods of both movements, and the view they shared about
their role in American policy and history. Both were committed to a doctrine of nonviolence, and both were clearly motivated by trying to change American politics. The
evidence throughout the FSM proves this, especially in the actions that students took
during the famous events of December 2nd. One of the most gripping accounts of the sitin and subsequent arrests can be found in the letters of freshman Margot Adler, who
served on the FSM’s Executive Committee and would later become America’s
preeminent neo-paganist. Her writing shows the care that the movement took to practice
its doctrine and the treatment that the student received from authorities, both parallels
with the larger Civil Rights Movement. At the beginning of the sit-in, Adler recalls that
“we were given instructions in non-violent civil disobedience, how to go limp when
arrested.”44 The leadership of the FSM took the lessons of communication from the Civil
Rights Movement in educating even the rank and file members of the cause in how to be
non-violent. Adler also remembers rough treatment from Oakland police, including
getting thrown around, beaten, and even having her bra taken off, but like so many of the
44

Cohen and Zelnick, 120
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other students, she faced these ordeals with the same courage that civil rights activists
showed when facing off with the law.45 However, it wasn’t simply the reaction of
members that placed them in parallel, but also the overarching way that the movements
went about their business.
After the FSM
Like the Civil Rights Movement, the Free Speech Movement wasn’t
countercultural. The Civil Rights Movement was about dignity and grace, and it was even
expressed in the way that leaders of the Civil Rights Movement dressed. Savio and the
other leaders took care to do the same, and during appearances dressed in formal attire,
including jackets and ties for the gentlemen and skirts for the ladies.46 This stood in
opposition to the later, countercultural groups, who dressed sloppily, smoked weed, and
gave little thought to perception. Savio and the others in his group weren’t anarchists that
wanted to topple the university system, but optimistic students that wanted to create a
better university. To them, this was an issue of civil rights; both from the standpoint of
promoting civil rights for African-Americans, and for their own rights to free speech, not
a revolution. This is another way in which the FSM put themselves in the American
tradition of disobedience, trying to link themselves with other famous protestors. Like the
Civil Rights Movement, the FSM was committed to non-violence, unlike other later
student movements, such as at Columbia in 1968 or Cornell the following year, where the
threat of violence was either implied or directly made. The FSM didn’t need violence

45
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because it wasn’t really radical, or more radical than the American tradition. Savio and
his group didn’t see themselves as radicals; they saw themselves as people doing their
duty in ensuring equal rights for all Americans, something that was law. As Savio asked
California governor Edmund Brown during this sequence of events, “Would you have
opposed the Boston Tea Party?”47 Savio knew the history of non-violent political protest
in the United States, and used the lessons learned by those movements both to effectively
protest and to place the FSM in that glorified line of American protest.
Further proof of the Free Speech Movement being a political movement centered
on the pursuit of civil rights comes in the futures of both the group and some of the
people who were most influential in leading it. After December 2nd, the school would
back down, and the FSM would get many of the rule changes it desired. Unlike a
counterculture group, once the FSM group achieved their specific goals, they for the most
part dissolved. While various leftist groups would emerge in and around Berkeley48, the
leadership of the FSM would never come together again to mass protest. While the
community of the FSM united them, it was this desire for civil rights and their ability to
advocate for it that really drove the cause. Once their requests had been met, and they
were allowed to practice their politics, many FSM leaders moved on and continued down
their educational paths, while never losing their sense of political struggle. Margot Adler
is a perfect example of this, for the summer after the FSM, she would follow Savio’s

47
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example by working as a civil rights worker in Mississippi.49 Bettina Aptheker would
continue on a crusade for equal rights, becoming a renowned feminist while also rising to
a position of importance in the Communist Party of the USA.50 She now is a professor at
the University of California at Santa Cruz, hardly a profession for someone apolitical or
opposed fundamentally to the UC administration. Jackie Goldberg is an even better
example of this. A fixture in Los Angeles area politics for the past two decades, Goldberg
is now a State Representative and member of California’s LGBT caucus, as she continues
to fight for equal rights. Savio would literally fight for rights until the day he tragically
died. After suffering more from the backlash to the FSM than any other student, Savio
mostly receded into the background and eventually ended up teaching at Sonoma State
University. Savio would become engrossed in his final fight, against a fee hike he
believed discriminated against lower income students. On November 2nd, 1996, having
exhausted himself in preparing documents to make his case, Savio collapsed in his home,
suffered cardiac arrest, and would die four days later.51 FSM faculty ally, Professor
Reggie Zelnick would comment how typical this was for Mario, as “in the end Mario was
doing the things he loved to do alongside the people with whom he wanted to be,”52
fighting for rights with other politically engaged people. These are not the actions of
apolitical, radical individuals, but of politically engaged people passionately fighting for
their beliefs.

Cohen and Zelnick, 126
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The Free Speech Movement was more than simply a radical or student movement,
and to suggest so would not only be wrong but also diminishes the movement itself. To
mention this protest as merely another student action is to undermine why the FSM
fought for free speech in the first place. Instead, the profoundly political influences on the
movement and views of its members clearly show that the Civil Rights Movement was
the driving force behind the creation of the FSM. Furthermore, the group’s methods and
rhetoric place them in a long line of glorified American protest; that which is both
political and non-violent. While student’s rights and anti-authoritarianism certainly
played a part in the popularity of the movement, these were not the driving forces but
merely concurrent issues. As Savio himself realized, free speech means nothing without
consequences. It is our power to affect with free speech that the FSM really fought for,
which is the epitome of political.
As such, it is clear that the Free Speech Movement was about free speech, but for
specific and instrumental ends. Savio and the other leadership of the Free Speech
Movement realized that free speech was the best way that they could advocate their
cause, and because of their confidence in the righteousness of their cause, they were not
afraid for everyone to have free speech, knowing they could win the debates. The Free
Speech Movement understood free speech was essential to their political beliefs, and that
one couldn’t be achieved without having the other.

20

Conservatives, Communists, and Counterculture: Others in the FSM
While there were elements of the Free Speech Movement (FSM) that were clearly
politically oriented, most notably towards the Civil Rights Movement, the FSM was
dedicated to student advocacy on the campus itself, and contained counter-cultural
elements. While these elements were perhaps not as violent as some of the New Left cells
that would appear later in the decade on different campuses,1 they were absolutely
distinct from civil rights movements of the day. Furthermore, after the initial successes of
the Free Speech Movement, some members wished to push for further speech that had
nothing to do with politics, but instead, simply asserting that as students they would do
what they wanted. While Savio and some of the leaders of the FSM may have been on
their own holy crusade of civil rights, once the movement started, many of the members
cared about things other than the plight of other races. These elements that were less
political are seemingly split into two different types; those who were in it for free speech
rights, and those who wanted to “stick it” to the administration and “the Man.” These
groups would combine with the more fervent civil rights supporters to truly create this
movement. Furthermore, while Savio was clearly fervent about Civil Rights, some of the
actions of the leaders of the FSM show a motivational bent towards both of the above
issues. The ability for all these groups to coalesce in one movement shows the power of
free speech to unite. Many different groups realized that free speech was essential to their
ends, and as such, it proved a powerful catalyst for cooperation.
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As the previous chapter explained, many of the roots of the Free Speech
Movement came from the Civil Rights Movement, especially in the motivations of some
of the student leaders. However, for many of the students, this was a student power
movement, and the leaders moved more and more in this direction as that Fall of 1964
went on, culminating in Savio’s explosive speech on the steps of Sproul Hall on
December 2nd. Furthermore, not all elements of the FSM were progressive leftists; nor
was this the only speech some supported, some were surprisingly non-ideological in the
speakers they pushed for. As the first goals of the FSM movement were met, these
elements would move more to the forefront and shape further debates on Berkeley’s
campus. While it is important to recognize the effects of the Civil Right Movement on the
FSM, it is impossible to ignore both the countercultural and apartisan motivations that
many of the members had, and the effects these motivations had on the actions and words
of the FSM.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the direct links between the Civil Rights
Movement and the first leaders of the Free Speech Movement were clearly a main
catalyst for the beginning of the FSM. However, as students began to follow, it was
obvious that the pursuit of Civil Rights was not the main cause for many of those who
joined the FSM. Furthermore, through the words and actions of the group as the semester
went on, it became clear that this wasn’t simply a political struggle. It was this
intertwining of political and something more defiant and raw, which made the FSM so
powerful and effective.
Savio’s words themselves play this hypothesis out. His speech atop the police car
of the evening of October 1st was clearly a political one, in which he uses the famous
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example of Herodotus2 to explain the tactics of the administration in only going after the
main leaders (something that was also often done in the Civil Rights Movement). In
surveying the scene, Savio was amazed at the way that protestors had “instantly put their
bodies on the line to stop injustice.”3 At this point, both the actions and the words of the
FSM were closely aligned with the justice politics that the Civil Rights Movement was
pursuing.
Defiance
By the end of the semester, in December, both the movement and those who led it
had certainly changed. Leading up to the sit-in at Sproul Hall, Savio gave what would go
down as his most famous speech. Speaking with uncharacteristic fury, Savio bellowed:
There is a time when the operation of the machine becomes so odious, makes you
so sick at heart, that you can't take part; You can't even passively take part! And
you've got to put your bodies upon the gears and upon the wheels, upon the levers,
upon all the apparatus and you've got to make it stop. And you've got to indicate
to the people who run it, to the people who own it — that unless you're free, the
machine will be prevented from working at all.45
This was a long way from simple advocacy for civil rights, and represented perfectly the
growth of this movement into something more influential. As sociologist Max Heinrich
noted about the speeches on that day, “speakers were far more strident and harsh in
striking contrast to FSM rallies in the past.”6 At the beginning these students had been
upset about policies, but the realities of the last several months had led to this disgust and
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exhaustion with the administration and the system as a whole. Cohen writes, “while in
emotional terms the speech was not typical of Savio and the FSM, it heralded a new form
of defiant student oratory, one that come to typify New Left student politics.”7 Savio set
the table for both the countercultural movements and the New Left politics that came out
of universities including Berkeley in the later 1960s through mobilizing this new sense of
defiance. Furthermore, this speech did not mention free speech, or student punishment, or
civil rights, or any of that. It was part “of a rich culture of dissent,”8 that spanned
decades and issues. It was something that was more relatable than to just Civil Rights
activists or students, as defiance is something we all understand in our own ways, In
going beyond Civil Rights, Savio reached an apolitical height, which few Americans ever
have, integrating defiance and rhetoric in a way that clearly surpassed his views on civil
rights for African Americans. Comparing these two speeches makes it clear that the FSM
was not simply an arm of the Civil Rights Movement, but something defiant and
countercultural on its own.
As also explained in the last chapter, the events that preceded the FSM were very
clearly rooted in Civil Rights. Whether it was the numerous demonstrations in San
Francisco against discriminatory hiring practices, or the work of several future FSMers in
Mississippi in the summer of 1964, the actions that galvanized early actions were very
clearly political, and characteristic of Civil Rights supporters around the nation.
Furthermore, at the beginning of the semester, these students were still clearly focused on
Civil Rights issues, including advocacy on campus for candidates and policies that
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supported African Americans. The reason for the police car incident and speeches that
followed was the arrest of Jack Weinberg for passing our Civil Rights literature. These
events were clearly focused on a specific political cause. As the movement continued,
their events became less focused on Civil Rights and more anti-administration, antisystem, and countercultural. By the time that the Sproul Hall sit in took place, this wasn’t
simply a group of students fighting for Civil Rights. This was a group who saw the
administration and the government as the enemies, students who believed that “anyone
who did not enter Sproul Hall was deserting his fellow students, leaving them to the
mercies of the police and an untrustworthy administration.”9 This was far more than Civil
Rights at this point, clearly.
Students vs. Administration
The students had reasons not to trust the administration at this point. Later that
same week, the administration would demonstrate why these students so strongly
opposed them by somehow creating another free speech issue. At a special convocation
called for the occasion, Clark Kerr and his department chairmen marched on stage and
basically declared that policies would not change. Martin Roysher, one of the leaders of
the movement, recalled Robert Scalapino, the moderator of the convocation, refusing to
give Savio the chance to speak or to invite the audience to a rally in response.10 When he
approached the stage to speak anyway, he was grabbed by campus police, creating the
wonderfully symbolic image of the university dragging a student off stage as he
attempted to utilize his right to free speech to advocate for free speech. This complete
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ignorance of the context of the situation shows the disrespect that the administration had
for the students, and the imagery of the scene would be the defining victory for the FSM.
Savio and the FSM became so anti-administration because of the actions of the
administration, which had continued throughout the semester, and clearly caused them to
go beyond Civil Rights and take a more radical approach, which would typify campus
movements of the later 60s. A perfect example of this behavior is how Strong and
Sherrifs’ treated the students at the beginning of the year. As discussed in the previous
chapter, these two men were mostly responsible to the policies that led to Weinberg being
arrested and the start of the FSM. Their personal beliefs about the politics of the
students11 and lack of respect helped drive neutral students towards the movement simply
because they did not like being treated that way. These administrators dragged this
disagreement out past politics and into a conflict about how the university and its students
should interact. This allowed the FSM to involve far more people than would care about
civil rights and to make it a battle where students could unite together, which clearly goes
beyond any politics or even worries about free speech.
The way that the university administration attempted to punish the leaders of the
FSM also led to this virulent anti-administration sentiment. In many ways, changes in the
future student-administration interactions were perhaps the most influential gain made by
the FSM. As discussed in the first chapter, Kerr and Savio had vastly different views of
the role of the university, and within that, how students and administrators should view
one another. Kerr’s view of the university as an incubator for national service necessarily
put administrators far above the students; as they were perceived to have both the wisdom
11
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and discipline to guide students on that path towards helping America. Savio’s view
fundamentally disagreed both with the idea of a university as a service incubator and with
the fact that administrators had basically unchecked power. Of course, Savio not only
saw a truly academic based university, he also saw administrators and faculty as partners
of the students working all together to create the best university. As such, when these
“partners” started punishing certain students severely, it’s easy to see why these actions
simply further galvanized students. For example, when the initial punishments for
breaking the new advocacy rules in September were announced, only eight students of
the more than hundreds that had signed an article of complicity were punished.12 This
was a sign that the administration was subjectively and arbitrarily enforcing the rules,
something that all students could take issue with. As in many other cases, actions the
administration took backfired and actually helped the movement. The draconian
punishments that continued throughout the movement and which were by and large not
supported by the faculty certainly helped turn the Free Speech Movement into a
movement that stood for the defense of student rights, not just partisan policy goals.
Varied Politics in the FSM
Crucial to the view of the FSM as something that wasn’t merely progressive
politics is the fact that a wide variety of students from all different sides of the political
spectrum actually came together in the FSM. As Jackie Goldberg recalls, some of the
organizations that came together after the ban were both the Young Democrats and
Young Republicans, but also the University Youth for Goldwater, SDS, the Independent
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Socialist Club, and the University Friends of SNCC.13 Goldberg states “it is truly
amazing that the University administration accomplished a degree of unity and
cooperation among us that would otherwise have been inconceivable to members of
every group present.”14 This cooperation, while not necessarily lasting, shows that the
FSM was not completely a left-wing movement. Furthermore, it would be important
throughout the movement, as the leaders of the FSM could count on those who didn’t
necessarily live and die by Civil Rights to still strongly support the movement. The
involvement of Republicans also further complicates any generalization of political
thought for the movement. Goldberg recalls an eloquent Republican, Paul Cahill, who
fought for his right to advocate for Goldwater on campus,15 which was certainly
something that the Civil Rights movement would not have supported.
Students of political beliefs that didn’t necessarily align with those of the main
leaders not only participated in the FSM, but some also actually were leaders of the
movement. An example of this is Republican Mona Hutchins, who was a member of the
lead organizing body of the FSM, the Steering Committee. While Hutchins did play some
symbolic roles, such as carrying the flag in the front row during the November 20th
rally;16 she was no token member of the committee. A semester later, Hutchins would in
defiance of the rules ride the running board of a San Francisco cable car, and be escorted
to the Hall of Justice wearing a button reading “I Am a Right Wing Extremist.”17 As a
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member of the Steering Committee, her hard work was clearly a part of the movement’s
success.
Another political division that did not show up in the movement was that between
progressives and communists. The two groups certainly agreed on civil rights issues, but
communist factions in the United States had goals (establishing a socialist system in the
US and support for communist governments abroad) that many progressives did not agree
with. Savio himself also certainly distrusted the classic tactics of the Old Left, and
sought to make the movement “scrupulously democratic” by avoiding having only a
small leadership group making decisions.18 Because of the serious red-baiting by
President Kerr and Chancellor Strong, leaders like Savio could have chosen to avoid the
possible controversy over aligning with these students, but Savio could see more clearly
and broke “with the cold war ethos in shedding antiradicalism and welcomed
Communists into the movement.”19 This shows the commitment from Savio to allowing
people of all political stripes to participate in the movement.
This becomes all too clear when one looks at the influence that Bettina Aptheker
had on the movement. As Aptheker succinctly put it, she “had a dynamite last name,”20
which could have damaged the FSM. Not only did she have her own strong politics,
whereby she was a card-carrying member of the CPUSA and after Berkeley, an officer of
the party, but her father was also Herbert Aptheker, commonly known as one of the
leading communist intellectuals of the 20th century. Furthermore, her life after Berkeley
would consist of more ideological conflict, as she would become a leading feminist
18
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advocate and scholar.21 However, during the FSM, Aptheker fought as fiercely as the
others for the ideals of free speech, and not in any way for her communist principles.
Similar to the other leaders, she was able to keep her own personal convictions strong
without threatening the unity of the group. Aptheker was huge in the successes of the
movement, not only in her strong leadership on the Steering Committee but also with her
excellent reading of situations. Opposite of what you might expect from a “firebrand
communist,” Aptheker realized that utter disruption wasn’t always best for achieving
goals. During the aforementioned convocation on December 6th, Savio had originally
wanted to run interference and seize the microphone in a disruptive way. Aptheker
instead insisted that Savio “just walk up to the microphone, no one’s going to stop you.
The crowd is going to wait; they will want to hear what you say.”22 This advice caused
the police’s reaction to look far more fascist and helped win the day for the FSM. The
movement opening itself up to a broader political spectrum allowed them to have diverse
voices in the room when making these decisions.
The Free Speech Movement always pushed for the free speech of everyone on
Berkeley’s campus, even those who opposed the progressive policies that most of the
members were for. While there may not have been a perfect test case on that time on
campus, their statements always seemed to agree on this point. Over twenty years later,
Savio would have the chance to prove this. In 1983, Jean Kirkpatrick, Reagan’s
ambassador to the UN, spoke at Berkeley and was so disrupted that she cancelled a
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planned second speech.23 Savio, very against the policies that Kirkpatrick represented,
faced a tough choice, which continues to dog progressives to this day; whether to
sacrifice his beliefs on free speech, or to acknowledge that a speaker should have that
right to free speech even if what they are saying is odious. Savio stuck with free speech,
and publicly acknowledged “although it was painful to have the University serve as a
platform for someone advocating such vile policies, the principle of free speech had to be
maintained, especially at Berkeley.”24 In doing so, Savio showed that the true ideological
center of his morality was not in fact egalitarianism but the right to the end of free speech.
Movements after the FSM
There were two different types of movements that either grew out of or were
inspired by the FSM25 during the next decade that showed the aspects of the FSM. The
first of these movements were other free speech movements, most notably the other FSM,
or Filthy Speech Movement at Berkeley. The second type were more leftist movements,
which emerged during the Vietnam War era. The Vietnam Day Committee, also located
in Berkeley, was one example, and later, more famously, the Weathermen seemed to take
up this mantle. Therefore, we must investigate these movements to determine the legacy
the FSM had not only on free speech in general, but on the left. There were also
countercultural individuals in the Free Speech Movement. While it seems clear that the
FSM was not countercultural, there were certainly countercultural elements to some of
the students who joined the FSM. While the counterculture and New Left would break in
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the early 1970s, at this time, the groups had very similar goals.26 As such, although the
FSM wasn’t a forerunner to counterculture, some of the individuals and movements it
inspired would be.
Freedom Under Clark Kerr
After the Free Speech Movement resulted in a victory for the students and their
advocacy rights, the leadership generally dissolved. While Savio was a hero for free
speech and among the student body, he would descend from leadership and not play a
part in the next FSM. The Filthy Speech Movement was partly a free speech movement,
partly counterculture, partly a response to disrespect and would divide the leadership of
the FSM on how to approach it.27 It all started when John Thomson, recently arrived from
New York, held up a sign that said, “Fuck.” In his most important contribution to this
FSM, and in a rapid departure from his former choir boys days, Savio remarked to
Thomson, “fuck (is) a versatile word in English… it can be a noun, verb, adverb,
adjective, gerund.”28 Thomson was arrested by campus police and arrested later that day.
Many of the major FSM figures were slow to support Thomson, for as Jo Freeman points
out, “most were more prudish than libertine, and virtually none wanted to take ‘free
speech’ into uncharted territory, especially this uncharted territory.”29 However, only one
would prove necessary.
Art Goldberg was an accomplished leader of the FSM, one of the 8 cited by the
deans in the first incident, former President of campus SLATE, and brother of Suzanne
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Goldberg, another leader. While Goldberg was certainly not a prude, his interest in the
matter wasn’t primarily the promotion of filthy speech. Having seen the disrespect shown
by the administration first-hand as a leader of the FSM, Goldberg saw a continued double
standard. Weeks before campus police arrested Thomson, fraternities had held their
annual Ugly Man contest. The winner was one “Miss Pussy Galore,” who distributed
buttons that read “I Like Pussy” and whose slogan was “Put your money where your
mouth is.”30 This arbitrary enforcement of the rules provided Goldberg with the
opportunity to launch the next speech movement on campus.
When the administration refused Goldberg’s demand that Thomson’s charges be
dropped, Goldberg threw a rally the next day, March 4th, on the steps of the Student
Union. This rally was certainly not tame, described by one witness as similar to a “Lenny
Bruce act, complete with arrests.”3132 Again, this wasn’t simply a homogenous group of
liberals; Danny Rosenthal, an officer of the Cal Conservatives for Political Action,
ordered one thousand signs reading, “Fuck Communism.”33 While these actions were all
clearly obscenity-laden, they still used tactics practiced by the FSM Steering Committee.
Just as in the previous semester, this movement used the letter of the law to the make
their point. A perfect example is graduate student Michael Klein, who “opened a copy of
Lady Chatterly’s Lover, which the courts had recently declared not to be obscene, and
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read from a paragraph concerning copulation,” for which he was arrested.34 Goldberg and
the other resented the hypocrisy of being in trouble for something said publicly that
would not be illegal privately.35 Despite his earlier joke, Savio “believed that the issue
badly detracted from the dignity of free speech, and shortly after this incident, he
withdrew from the FSM.”36 However, among others, especially Goldberg, there was a
meaning to this struggle that was an extension of the semester before. For him, “If an
outside authority could prosecute a person on the basis of the content of a speech, and
especially if the grounds for prosecution were that the speech offended the listener, then
speech was not free.”37 However, Berkeley students did not support this FSM like they
had the previous one, as a poll found that 80% of them opposed “filthy speech” on
campus.38 Had the administrations learned their lessons from the fall, this movement and
the controversy around it would have simply died away.
Of course, the administration took the most inflammatory action possible. The
first bad decision it made was to expel Goldberg, which “mobilized the FSM Steering
Committee, despite its disapproval of their actions.”39 This provided another issue for the
free speech advocates to rally around, which they would absolutely exploit. When the
second issue of SPIDER, a leftist newspaper, featured an article called “To Kill a
Fuckingword,” penned by Goldberg and Thomson among others, Acting Chancellor
Martin Meyerson banned SPIDER’s sale on campus as “conduct unbecoming a
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student”.40 Instead of killing the issue, Meyerson’s actions made it worse, putting
SPIDER on the map, and causing it to sell 10,000 copies.41 By the end of the semester,
buttons were being sold on campus with the words, “Freedom Under Clark Kerr,” or
FUCK.42 Again, with its disrespect and double standards, the administration had caused
the student body to unite.
Meyerson and Kerr would barely make it through this second movement, and
exhausted by the continued controversies of the last several months, would offer their
intent to resign in a press conference on March 10th.43 The board would not accept, but
Meyerson would leave later that year, and Kerr in 1967. Savio, Goldberg, and many
others had won their fight not only for free speech but also for their role of the university.
Although at great personal cost44, figures of the FSM managed to upend the college
system of in loco parenits, changing American universities forever. Had administrators
like Kerr seen where this student wave of freedom would crest, he perhaps would have
embraced the choirboy in Savio and others in the Free Speech Movement.
Vietnam Day Committee and the New Left
Free speech became less of a hot button issue on campus, but spurred on by the
successes of the FSM, Berkeley became a hotbed for student radicalism. With the
Vietnam War kicking into full swing, students cared less about their personal rights and
began to take that same passion and protest the war. Professor Stephen Smale and Jerry
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Rubin, an ex-student, founded the Vietnam Day Committee,45 organizing a teach-in on
May 21-22, which was attended by over 30,000 people total.46 Smale had been one of the
staunch faculty allies of the FSM, and was the only faculty member who was known to
have taken part of the final FSM sit-in,47 and Rubin was at many of the FSM events, so
the connections were quite established. While the event went on with the support of the
Berkeley administration, signs of the anger involved spilled out at the conclusion, as an
effigy of President Johnson was hanged and nineteen draft cards were burned.48 In the
next twelve months, Rubin’s group had multiple standoffs with police, and by 1966,
HUAC was investigating Rubin.49 This was not a battle over the Constitution, like the
FSM, but something entirely different; as Rubin exhorted, “Join the Revolution and have
fun!”50 The VDC would continue to have antagonistic relations with the school and the
police until full-scale combat actually took place in the street of Oakland by 1968.51
Counterculture was the new rage, the New Left was the future of young liberals and less
than four years after the start of the FSM, Mark Rudd, future leader of the Weathermen
and Weather Underground, would write to Grayson Kirk, President of Columbia
University, taunting “Up against the wall, motherfucker, this is a stick-up.”52 Rudd and
Savio were no doubt very different; as one observer noted, “Savio’s rhetoric had drawn
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on Herodotus, Rudd favored obscenity,”53 and the methods they used were far different.
That being said, it is important to note how both the New Left and countercultural
movements of the 1960s took inspiration from the successes and example of the Free
Speech Movement.
It is important to remember not only the movements that inspired the FSM, but
also the movements that were in turn inspired by the work of Savio and his group. While
the links to the Civil Rights Movement, especially among some FSM leaders, are clear
and convincing, this does not mean that the FSM wasn’t at all about student power or that
participants didn’t come from all political backgrounds. Of course, to discount these
political connections to the left is also to miss an important piece of the puzzle. The Free
Speech Movement was so powerful because it stood on the precipice of the Old and New,
combining the dignity, eloquence and grace of the Civil Rights Movement, infused with
the new revolutionary student attitude of the 1960s. The Free Speech Movement was
about free speech, but only among many other things. For some, it was about Civil Rights,
for others, student power. Some believed that free speech would lead to a better education,
and some were simply free speech purists. The power of the movement wasn’t that it had
one unified goal; in fact it was the opposite. All participants recognized free speech as
important, and often instrumental to their goals, and as such were able to form an
unlikely coalition, which was a major factor in their success.
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Partisan Politics, Speech Codes, and the Curriculum
Despite the success of the Free Speech Movement, there is no Savio consensus
today, especially on the left. In the decades that followed, the left would face an
increasing amount of identity politics. As a result, they actually began to question
whether free speech was worth the freedom of speech they wished to stifle. At the same
time, university faculty and student political affiliations moved to the left. The results
were scrutiny of the Western canon and eventually, more diversity in course curricula. At
the same time, the left on campus began to demand speech codes for hate speech. There
have continually been more speech code demands not only for hate speech but also
unpopular opinions. In more recent years, these same groups have asked for trigger
warnings and safe spaces, and a few taken measures to prevent conservative speakers
from speaking on campus. However, there has also been resistance from the right, who
have argued that these policies are simply ideologically driven and meant to censor
conservatives.
Speech movements continue on college campuses today. Many schools around
the country have been grappling with what speech should be allowed on campus. On
April 6th, this question was forcefully brought up again on Claremont McKenna’s own
campus. The Athenaeum was set to host Heather MacDonald, a prominent conservative
essayist and fellow at the Manhattan Institute. A group of students protested and blocked
the doors, causing CMC to live-stream the speech instead. Interestingly, most of these
students consider themselves progressive radicals, a designation that Savio also would
have used for himself and his group.
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In the 1990s, speech movements emerged once again on college campuses,
always. But they certainly weren’t free speech movements, instead, they usually
attempted to impose restrictions on what could be said and expressed Various groups
blame or credit others for these new movements, but the political currents them were
driven by leftist identity politics. Just like the Free Speech Movement, there are different
motivations in the speech debates today, many of which are related to partisan politics.
Furthermore, as both the FSM and these modern speech movements would consider
themselves liberal movements, it is instructive to look at what may have changed both in
the politics of the country and on college campuses in order to determine how the left
could swing so suddenly on this issue. Just like the FSM, these political underpinnings
will help us understand these movements.
Of course, there has been political resistance to these speech codes from the Right,
and it is important to look how these responses are also very ideologically driven. There
are also cases where conservatives on college campuses have restricted free speech for
political reasons, which shows that this political current can run both ways. Furthermore,
certain liberal intellectuals, such as Jim Sleeper, have argued that this fight over speech
codes and free speech is simply a conservative, politically motivated distraction. While
speech codes have mostly been seen as a leftist convention, it is important to look at all
the ways that modern speech movements have been politicized.
Finally, while most of the political connections to speech movements have been
either efforts to enact and justify speech codes or partisan attacks on these efforts, it is
important to note that some contemporary arguments for free speech are plainly political
in their own way, and assert that free speech is necessary for a functional democracy. By
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exploring these, we can see how political ideals can be a positive force for free speech,
like civil rights was for the Free Speech Movement.
The Start of Speech Codes
In countries other than the United States, speech codes have generally been
legally enforced. Examples include codes that deal with Holocaust denial in European
countries that have dealt with anti-Semitism, but some are more broad, such as the Dutch
Criminal Code, which “prohibit(s) making public intentional insults, as well as engaging
in verbal, written, or illustrated incitement to hatred, on account of one's race, religion,
sexual orientation, or personal convictions.”1 In the United States, however, the First
Amendment of the Constitution forbids the abridgment of the right to free speech by the
federal government, and the Fourteenth Amendment makes this true of state and local
governments as well. Therefore, the imposition of free speech codes has mostly been
enacted by non-governmental organizations, notably including private colleges and
universities.2 Because public universities are completely subject to the First Amendment,
speech codes have been less prevalent at these institutions.
There have been two slightly different iterations of the left’s discussion of speech
on campus. The Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE) has been the
organization on the front lines of speech movements on campus. Its president, former
ACLU lawyer Greg Lukianoff, has emphasized, “there are important differences between
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what’s happening now and what happened in the 1980s and ’90s,”3 because he sees
different motives behind these different movements. As Lukianoff sees it, these earlier
movements “challenged the literary, philosophical, and historical canon, seeking to widen
it by including more diverse perspectives.”4
Curricula and Canon
There is evidence to support at least the fact that what was commonly taught had
a lack of diversity on many levels. The Great Books, a list that continues to be a pillar of
the American University system, is a perfect example. Its founder, Mortimer Adler,
openly believed that “all of the Great Books were written by Western Men, period.”5
This not only “reflected the narrowness of his own reading and studies,”6 but also made it
necessary for the very movement that challenged this canon to arise. As a result, this
aspect of these leftist movements actually serves as an expansion of free speech, because
it aims for greater intellectual diversity in what students are learning. This followed up
on earlier movements from the 60s and 70s; one such movement famously was that at
Cornell in 1969. While Eric Evans and his group pushed other issues, academic diversity
was one of their focal points.7 They bristled at the fact that they were taught mostly white
authors, while “the seriousness of Africana studies as an academic endeavor had been
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questioned.”8 These challenges were part of an ongoing fight to expand the curriculum, in
order to ensure greater intellectual diversity.
Among many other pushes for more diversity in curricula, one of the most
influential has been pushing for more female authors to be read in class. This movement
challenged the ideas of Adler in two different ways.9 The first is to question whether
books by female authors belong among these Great Books (or course syllabi) on simply
merit.10 This doesn’t seem an issue of speech, but of either preference or literary expertise,
and is not quite as interesting or relevant to this topic. This second challenge questioned
what “great” even meant in the context of Great Books. Because of the limits of how
much can be covered in a course, the traditional view was that excellence of the literature
is what matters.11 However, these movements questioned whether syllabi should be “the
compendium of excellence or as the record of cultural history.”12 Besides questioning
whether excellence actually just means prevailing thought, this claim makes an implicit
free speech claim. In diversifying the sources of what students are reading, new
perspectives are unearthed and speech that has been repressed is again heard. Thus, while
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these leftist groups on campus are often accused of restricting free speech, they actually
helped open the university to new perspectives.
These pushes for more diversity in class curricula have had an immense effect on
which authors are taught and which movements are covered in college courses. Because
of the political ramifications of these questions, there has been pushback. The opposition
claims that all this movement has caused is to bring to the forefront “the cultural agendas
of special interests and tenured radicals.”13 In a sense, they believe that the Savio
generation has grown up and is now infusing college campuses with their own views.
Critics have viewed this change in the curriculum as “a profound threat to cultural
coherence and national unity,”14 arguing that some sort of regulation of speech, at least to
a set of books to be shared by all, is necessary. Defenders of the traditional curriculum
believe there is enough diversity in the Western canon, pointing out immense differences
in authors such as Locke and Marx. A unified curriculum, they claim, is more important
than the injection of more diversity into the classroom.
Arguments for Speech Codes
As Lukianoff points out, these earlier movements also wished to restrict speech,
generally along similar lines as governments in Europe did at the same time.15 While
“The sentiment underpinning this goal was laudable, it quickly produced some absurd
results,”16 with notable arguments over speech taking place at schools around the country.
One such example took place in 1990 at Southern Methodist University, in Dallas. A
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student was reported by six other students for denouncing “Dr. [Martin Luther] King as a
Communist and (singing) ‘We Shall Overcome’ in a sarcastic manner during a late-night
discussion in a residence hall,” for which he was sentenced to thirty hours of community
service.17 As distasteful, inflammatory, and untrue as these statements might be, it is hard
to see how they violate any actual hate speech code. However, those in favor of speech
codes have argued that cases like this should also be subject to speech codes for a number
of reasons.
While these reasons vary, they all rely on one major argument, “the harm codes
prevent is more important than the freedom they restrict.”18 The three most compelling
arguments in favor of speech codes question whether hate speech is speech at all, ask
what the balance between liberties and rights should be, and suggest that speech codes
prevent indirect harm. The first of these arguments reasons that hate speech shouldn’t be
covered under free speech because such speech “is not presented rationally or used to
provoke debate. In fact, hate speech often intends to provoke violence.”19 In this view,
free speech is that which is subject to debate, and since the codes ban speech that isn’t
intended to be debated, these codes actually support free speech. The second and third
views are similar to each other, but the second questions systems of power internally at
the university, while the third makes claims based on external and historical issues.
The second of these arguments makes the claim that “that under-represented
students cannot claim fair and equal access to freedom of speech and other rights when
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there is an imbalance of power between them and students in the majority.”20 Those who
advocate this position agree that free speech is incredibly important, but insist that “the
democratic imperative of individual freedom must be balanced against the democratic
imperative of equality.”21 Therefore, we must come up with speech codes that respect the
right to free speech but also mitigate the imbalance of power between under-represented
students and those in the majority. The third objection places this imbalance of power in
historical grounds, with advocates believing that it is not merely the content of the speech
that can cause problems, but also the context and audience to whom it is delivered. This
is a positionality argument, because it argues that “‘It’s easy for those in privileged
positions to oppose hate speech bans,”22 while acknowledging that for those with
oppressed backgrounds, hurtful and hateful speech is a “symptom of an oppressive
history of discrimination and subjugation.”23 Therefore, proponents of this view claim we
must enact speech codes that prevent oppressive language because of the history of this
nation.
As a result, alongside now commonplace speech codes reside trigger warnings
and safe spaces. While much discussion has gone into debating these issues, many people
use these terms loosely, rather than to look at how they are defined. Trigger warnings are
defined as “written24 warnings to alert students in advance that material assigned in a
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course might be upsetting or offensive…”25 and it is noted, “In many cases, the request
for trigger warnings comes from students themselves.”26 As a professor who uses trigger
warnings occasionally argues, it seems like “common sense that when you find yourself,
say, assigning a graphic description of rape, you might give your students a heads-up,
during the prior class meeting, concerning what they are about to read.”27 She argues that
these trigger warnings actually promote the aims of free speech, because they allow
students to “move beyond their understandable initial reactions of shock, horror, disgust,
and trauma and enter into an intellectual discussion of the materials and questions at
hand.”28 Other advocates point out that trigger warnings are “almost always a choice left
up to individual professors,”29 which means that it is not the students but the trained
teachers and professors deciding what material might be offensive and thus subject to a
trigger warning. Of course, if it’s true that the Savio generation is the college faculty of
today, some worry that they are infusing the classroom with their views anyway.
Safe spaces are a different phenomenon, one that transcends classrooms. Usually
affinity groups based on identity, the concept is inspired by the thought that “there’s a
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place you can be yourself because you can’t be yourself most of the time.”30 Because
many of the historical and demographic issues discussed above, students who come from
historically oppressed backgrounds or who are underrepresented on college campuses
might have trouble feeling fully comfortable without places where they know they are
free from intimidation. Professors in favor of safe spaces have argued that “the history of
safe spaces goes back to gay, civil rights, and feminist efforts of the mid–20th century,”31
and they promote free speech, acting as “incubators of new ideas away from the censure
of the very authorities threatened by movements.”32 Measures such as trigger warnings
and safe spaces are therefore intended to salve issues of inequality while trying not to
restrict too much speech.
The Right Reacts
One response to these measures has been a claim that they don’t really achieve the
goals that they aspire to. These arguments challenge the assertion that speech codes,
trigger warnings, and safe spaces actually help under-represented groups. Some actually
look back to the Free Speech Movement, noting that the “same means33 were used a
generation ago against students who advocating equality and desegregation.”34 The same
sort of restrictions that are being pushed today were used to dissuade Savio and his
compatriots from advocating for the Civil Rights Movement, which casts doubt on the
ability for these policies and practices to actually help under-represented groups. Another
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argument points out that groups on campus advocating for these policies are on the
opposite side of the “majority of those struggling against racism in the United States, who
believe that First Amendment protections, rigorous public discourse, and efforts to
educate empowered, resilient young people are the surest ways to a more just future.”35
Movements for equality have relied on free speech; it seems counterproductive to
therefore restrict speech to ensure equality.
The group that has most vociferously opposed these measures has been members
of the right. Jonathan Rauch believes that “not long ago in America, punishing wrong
believers along with wrong beliefs was the specialty of the right wing… now it is the left
wing which has taken up where the right wing has left off.”36 This references Savio
being labeled a Marxist and censored by the right-wing politics that ruled California at
the time. Just as Savio and the other members of the Steering Committee ran up against
institutions that were generally moderate/conservative, conservatives now argue that this
has flipped. Professors as a whole are more liberal than ever, with more than a 10:1
registered Democrat to Republican ratio as of 2016.37 As such, some conservatives see
these speech codes as a simple effort to silent the right, and to “send the message to
anyone on campus that should he or she stray off the leftist script, they too might find
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themselves investigated, harassed, ostracized, or even expelled.”38 Conservatives seem to
be making the argument that they now represent the minority, at least based on ideology,
and that these speech codes are not meant to protect, but to silence.39 Academics like
Rauch attempt to show that the two eras mirror each other in certain ways. The argument
is that instead of Savio and his left-wing group being silenced by a more conservative
administration, the right wing is now being silenced by more liberal administrations.
Partisan Challenges
In response to the criticism that the left has received for their perceived role in
enacting speech codes, certain liberal academics have sought to pin the blame not on their
own side, but on the right. Jim Sleeper, political science lecturer at Yale and liberal
author, argues that an organization like FIRE, “which purports to protect “free speech” on
college campuses, but expends more energy blaming—and chilling—‘politically correct’
activists and administrators,”40 is the reason for this alarmism over free speech, not actual
liberal codes against it. Sleeper argues that the funding for an organization like FIRE,
which has on its board George Will, Harry Bradley, representatives from the Koch family,
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as well as other prominent conservatives, makes it clear that their attacks on speech codes
and the left are purely political.41
Sleeper further argues that as a whole, there is no great free speech crisis on
campuses. He cites the 2016 PEN (Poets, Essays and Novelists) Report, which argues
that although continued protections are required, “free speech is alive and well on
campus.”42 In fact, Sleeper goes so far as to argue that these conservatives are among a
line of “self-appointed champions of the conventional wisdom and traditional values
(that) have ginned up public paroxysms of alarm and rage at selected internal enemies to
blame for the crisis.”43 In doing so, he attempts to paint them as Joe McCarthy-like
conservatives who blame “coddled, petulant college students and some of their professors,
who, we’re being told, are forcing university administrators to silence and punish others
who exercise freedoms of inquiry and expression in ways that offend and hurt the
complainers.”44 This seems to me an attempt to link these conservatives to those in the
time of the Free Speech Movement, in order to try to connect his beliefs with that
movement. He is arguing that those who are running this modern push for Free Speech
are no different than men like Edwin Meese, Alex Sheriffs, and Ronald Reagan in the
1960s, who are trying to use a new “leftist menace” to gain personal power and advance
their agendas.
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Sleeper argues that conservatives use these issues to obscure their true goal,
which is intellectual and moral conformity to conservative values.45 It is interesting that
this is his claim because the other side argues the exact same thing about progressive
values at the university. Firstly, it is important to point out that there are some schools
where conformity to conservative values is required; certain Christian schools like Jerry
Falwell’s Liberty University. However, I think that Sleeper suffers from the same
arrogance as the people he criticizes, which is that he doesn’t take their grievances nearly
as seriously as he should. Ironically, Sleeper argues, “If none of them (conservatives) can
pause long enough to respect the other side’s central truths, their blame-the-liberals
campaign will turn Republican solid ground into quicksand,”46 while failing to live up to
this standard himself. At different times, he compares those who argue for free speech to
“Witch-hunters, lynch-mobs, McCarthyite anti-Communists, and white supremacist
“militia” members,”47 which is quite an interesting description of the thousands of
professors, many liberals, who signed a pledge supporting free speech.48 Furthermore, in
claiming that “The conservative free-speech campaign has drawn many other prurient
scourges of the decadent young to prowl campuses seeking the thrill of sighting a
specimen of the enemy who has become so vivid, so haunting, in their imaginations,”49
Sleeper falls prey to similar delusions as those conservatives he thinks are insidiously
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ruining college campuses, finding his own thrill in sighting his own enemies. If Sleeper
instead took the time to look at what the other side considers their central truths, he
would become a more effective advocate for free speech.
If Sleeper were to make a better argument against conservatives vis-à-vis free
speech, it would be more effective to point out situations in which they do not approve of
free speech, to try to show that this is not a matter of conservative vs. liberal thought, but
of something else. Liberty University, a conservative and Christian university in Virginia,
recently provided an example of its own repression of free speech. Jerry Falwell Jr.,
President of the University and son of the famous preacher and founder of the school
Jerry Falwell, has stated that Liberty respects free speech, “unlike many major
universities where political correctness prevents conservative students from speaking
out.”50 After endorsing Donald Trump51 during the 2016 Presidential campaign, Falwell
Jr. “prevented Joel Schmieg, the sports editor of its student newspaper, The Liberty
Champion, from running a column criticizing Trump,”52 with claims that it was
redundant. The fact that “a leader so publicly supportive of conservative values seems to
care very little about this country’s founding principles,”53 displays that the politicization
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of censoring speech does not lie simply on the left. Instead, there seems to be this trend of
censoring based on political disagreement.
Free Speech and Functional Democracy
Instead of making an educational freedom argument, some advocates for free
speech rights argue that healthy democracies require academic communities devoted to
truth seeking. Thus, free speech is defended less an end in itself and more as means that
facilitates the discovery of truth. A recent example of this concerns a joint effort by
Cornel West, a prominent liberal, and Robert P. George, a prominent conservative to
argue that free speech is essential to political beliefs in a democracy. Arguing that free
speech “protects us against dogmatism and groupthink, both of which are toxic to the
health of academic communities and to the functioning of democracies,”54 West and
George, along with the thousands of other signees55 to their statement, also contend that
freedom of speech is actually necessary in order to facilitate any political rights in our
democracy. Arguing that our political “virtues will manifest themselves and be
strengthened by one’s willingness to listen attentively and respectfully to intelligent
people who challenge one’s beliefs and who represent causes one disagrees with and
points of view one does not share,”56 these professors see speech codes as impediments to
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the democratic process. Thus, they insist that we must not have speech codes if we wish
to correctly conduct our politics.
These types of arguments seem the most faithful to what Savio fought for. He saw
free speech as so consequential because it allowed people to express, advocate, and
debate political opinions in order to participate in democracy. Amazingly, a reporter for
Erick Erickson’s The Resurgent, known for being archconservative, is able to express
how both sides have betrayed Savio’s view, and display how free speech is weakened
when it is not used in an important manner. At the same time as J. Cal Davenport sees
liberals “ranging from a reluctance to defend speech of which they disapproved to
exhibiting an outright hostility to it,”57 he sees most conservatives as failing to uphold
their own values. As Davenport concludes: “The conservative position to defend any
insensitive statement that proceeds out of the mouths of (Milo) Yiannopoulis, President
Trump and others is really just a reaction to the liberal desire to silence speech they find
offensive.”58 Davenport sees such statements not as defense of free speech, but simply a
chance to attack the left. His view of Yiannopoulis as a “skilled provocateur… (Who
lacks) conservative values… such as human decency,”59 reflects Savio’s lack of comfort
with the Filthy Speech Movement and defending of Art Goldberg. This reluctance to
endorse the speech of people on their own side follows perfectly the doctrine of “Just
because one has the right to free speech does not mean one’s speech is right.”60 These
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figures also believe that one cannot truly find what is right without said free speech, as
both believe that through free speech one can search for virtue, which should inform
politics, whether through Davenport’s conservative values or Savio’s belief in the virtue
of the Civil Rights Movement.
The breadth of examples above shows the wide variety of political opinions on
contemporary issues of speech. While leftists have been given most of the credit or blame
for speech codes, depending on one’s point of view, conservatives are not immune from
the same. Political motives have been infused into debates over speech, which has led to
speech codes being used to silence opinions that are not popular on campuses. Even more
alarming, debates over speech have turned into chances for people to win political points
and further partisanship instead of a chance for substantive discourse. However, there
also have been those championing the rights of free speech for the sake of a political
identity. That group has worked with those who have less political reasons for disliking
speech codes to wage another battle for free speech that continues on college campuses
today.
The MacDonald talk serves as a perfect example of how politics and free speech
interact on college campuses today. MacDonald’s rhetoric is not hate speech, but as Dean
Peter Uvin pointed out in an email prior to the event, “people have strong opinions and
different—often painful—experiences with the issues Heather MacDonald discusses.”61
Upset both with the school’s choice to invite someone they perceived as morally
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unacceptable, and the title of the speech to be given, “The War on Police,”62 some of the
campus63 left arranged a protest where they first gathered around the event space, then
chanted what was intended to be controversial rhetoric as they marched around the
campus. Before the event was to start, this group blocked the entrances to the building
where the speech was to be held. As the event time approached, a larger group gathered,
consisting of people who were trying to go to the event, but also other students. While
most of this group either recorded the protest or spoke to their friends about what was
happening, a few individuals (faculty and students) did what Davenport warned about,
and antagonized the protesters to see how offended they would get.
However, there is optimism to be gleaned from the events of that night as well.
Many of the students who were signed up to go to the talk disagreed with MacDonald’s
beliefs but intended to listen and then ask questions, wanting to participate in a political
exercise of free speech. Furthermore, once the protestors refused to move, more people
than were originally scheduled to attend the talk watched the live stream of MacDonald’s
slightly abridged speech. In the days since, discussion about this protest permeated
through campus, and the school affirmed its commitment to free speech. As Uvin stated
in the same email, “precisely because these issues are so important, we must be able to
debate them, to acknowledge that there exist different analyses and life experiences about
these matters, and to listen carefully to each other.”64 In doing so, he is affirming that free
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speech is important to our political lives, as these perspectives are central to forming our
views. The recent events that have transpired on our campus are only a reflection of how
politics has affected arguments about speech on college campuses. The arguments over
speech on campus have clearly had partisan aspects, and these speech movements often
only see speech as a political tool to wield.
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Education: For Truth or Protection?
While much of the speech activity of the last couple decades has consisted of the
left restricting speech they consider hurtful, problematic, or even just incorrect, this has
not been the only speech movement of the time.
More positively, however, we have seen greater bipartisan energy in coming
together and fighting speech codes on college campuses. As previously discussed, this
was also the case during the Free Speech Movement, and allowed greater strength
because of the diversity of ideas. This ideal practiced by Savio has been key in uniting
the forces for free speech in the past decade, even as they disagree on most other issues.
More unity on this issue would allow these groups to fight speech codes even more
effectively in the future.
The reason that groups that would generally oppose each other can agree on this
issue is that they see free speech as a fundamentally suprapolitical issue that instead is a
matter of academic freedom and exploration. Free speech and exploration of different
ideas and fundamental tenets of what these people see as a truly liberal education. As
they see the university’s ends as intellectual, not political, any repression of speech based
on a difference of views or on a desire not to offend others means that the university has
failed in its basic mission.
Another argument against speech codes and other related restrictions on
expression actually looks at modern psychology to explain why such things are bad for
students. Looking at recent upward trends in mental illness among college students, these
claims link these trends to repression in speech. Underlying such arguments seems to be
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the claim from Nietzsche, “that which does not kill us makes us stronger.”1 Other related
arguments suggest that these measures are counterproductive because they inadequately
prepare students for life outside the university.
Finally, we will quickly look at arguments for speech codes that have nothing to
do with neither politics nor identity, but which looks at universities having a different
role in protecting students, one which is paternalistic and involves universities restricting
speech that might offend students. While this argument is not inconsistent with the leftist
argument for speech codes, it is distinct. In discussing all of these arguments, it becomes
clear that just as with the FSM, there were also non-partisan views that have influenced
this debate.
Free Speech and the Quest for Truth
The main contemporary arguments for free speech on college campuses concern
the role of the university. Most arguments of this sort recognize the laudable goals behind
the varied restrictions on speech and protective measures instituted by college
administrations. However, there is something about the role of the university that causes
these restrictions and measures to have more costs than benefits on this analysis. While
the motives for restrictions, such as historical oppression or imbalances are valid,
continuing the traditions of the marketplace of ideas, liberal science and free intellectual
discourse on college campuses are more important. Furthermore, some argue that these
measures and restrictions on speech can lead to unnecessary social tensions, undermining
the inclusivity of college campuses.
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The marketplace of ideas has been a bedrock of Western liberal thought for
centuries. Equating expression with market forces, it holds that only through free and
transparent discussion of ideas can we arrive at the best approximate answer to a
question.2 Originally credited to John Milton in his work Aeropagitica, this concept was
popularized in John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty. Mill manages to explain that all speech
serves the good in different ways. First, any restriction on speech rests on an assumption
of infallibility. If any specific speech is silenced, it can’t be proven to be untrue, so to call
it so is to assume that we enjoy a monopoly on wisdom. Second, while most speech is at
least partially erroneous, often there are some valuable truths to learn from all different
perspectives and since we can learn more about even things we consider settled, it is only
by discussing adverse opinions that we have any chance at learning more about subjects.
Finally, even if a statement is true, this can’t possibly be either ascertained or proven
without it being challenged. Asserting something is true or false without debate is to
assume that an opinion is infallible.3 If the point of learning is to seek the truth, it seems
clear that any censorship in the process will bring us further away from our goals.
Any function for learning other than seeking the truth doesn’t seem tenable.
Mill’s first point suggests this because in criticizing a view of moral infallibility, he
seems to argue that we all must subject our beliefs to reason. Education is wasted on the
type of person that refuses to test their beliefs,. Therefore, those who would hold
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dogmatic beliefs and refuse to listen to arguments simply aren’t seeking the truth, and
aren’t actually seeking an education. Mill’s argument, if it holds, also cuts against one of
the main arguments for speech codes. As discussed in the previous chapter, some believe
speech codes are justified because certain types of speech shouldn’t be considered speech
at all, due to its intent. While Mill does have an exception for “unmeasured
vituperation,”4 even dogmatic speech, even speech that rests on completely irrational
grounds should be put into the adversarial system of debate, where it can be shown to be
wrong.
Modern proponents of this system see the marketplace of ideas as properly
revealing the maturity level of college students, instead of infantilizing them. Such a
system helps students to further mature, since they are “capable of the strength that it
takes to hear a wrongheaded idea, to react intellectually, and to formulate a logical,
persuasive response.”5 Instead of causing us pain or trauma, such speech should help us
affirm our intellectual beliefs by logically demonstrating that invalid claims are false. The
American Civil Liberties Union agrees, arguing that such a system where ideas are
expressed openly is actually a better way to combat prejudice. When this speech is made
out in the open, “people can see the problem. Then they can organize effectively to
counter bad attitudes, possibly change them, and forge solidarity against the forces of
intolerance.”6 Without freedom of speech, and opinions being expressed, hate is still
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harbored, but cannot actually be combated. As such, restrictions on speech actually
undermine the reduction of hateful thought.
Support for this concept in education comes not only from academics but also
from the highest echelon of American life. Upon founding the University of Virginia,
Thomas Jefferson proclaimed, “Here we are not afraid to follow truth wherever it may
lead, nor to tolerate any error so long as reason is left free to combat it.”7 Reason, not
convention or dogma, is the arbiter of truth. At a 2015 speech in Iowa, President Obama
concurred. Obama argued that the best college experience consists of “creating a space
where a lot of ideas are presented and collide, and people are having arguments, and
people are testing each other’s theories, and over time, people learn from each other,
because they’re getting out of their own narrow point of view and having a broader point
of view.”8 Obama’s speech makes clear why Mill’s view looks down upon safe spaces.
Safe spaces may prove useful incubators for opposition speech, because of protections
that might not be in place in public, However, they are not helpful in further discovering
the truth, as they tend to have monolithic views which leads to continued reinforcement
of the same values. In all, the concept of the marketplace of ideas values truth over all
else, and sees restrictions on speech as obscuring this goal.
Liberal Science
A similar argument examines the effects of speech restrictions and other similar
measures on this concept of the marketplace of ideas and sees not only this precept at risk,
7
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but also liberal science as a whole. Liberal science holds that not only should all ideas be
up for debate and experimentation, but also that “one of the principles of the system is the
non-recognition of personal authority. Knowledge is unrelated to the identity of either the
source of the proposition or the interlocutor.”9 Liberal science simply seeks to look at
things in as objective a way as possible, regardless of any factors about the people
practicing it. If we look at the history of liberal science, the idea that “the liberal
intellectual system fosters sensitivity, toleration, the rejection of prejudice and bias is
misguided. It does not give a damn about your feelings and happily tramples them in the
name of finding truth.”10 In a system such as this, “if you limit the process to ideas that
are comfortable to everyone, you suffocate innovation, and yes, progress.”11
The implications of such a view on speech restrictions are massive. Dinesh
D’Souza’s Illiberal Education looks at how these speech codes have affected the use of
liberal science on college campuses. He highlights a number of ideas that he believes are
a result of a new illiberal education based on these restrictions. His first major claim
about modern universities is that they teach the notion that “values are arbitrary,”12 which
seems true when speech codes are enforced, because someone will have to arbitrarily
choose which speech isn’t allowed. The silencing of any type of speech assumes a type of
infallibility, which isn’t reliant on truth, making it arbitrary. He sees universities also
teaching, “all knowledge can be reduced to politics and should be pursued not for its own
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sake but for the political end of power.”13 He is seemingly referring to the near-monopoly
of liberal thought among professors, arguing that they are trying to just teach leftist
politics in the classroom instead of objective facts. While this may be true, it is not a free
speech argument; it is simply a partisan assertion. He also worries that campus politics
teaches a bad civics lesson, one that says “debates are best conducted not by rational and
civil exchange of ideas; but by accusation, intimidation, and official prosecution.”14
Recent events at Middlebury suggest that this claim does accurately reflect at least some
college campuses. When a speaker (and a widely published academic, no less) is jeered,
not allowed to speak, and then assaulted, there is clearly no civil exchange of ideas. To
D’Souza, the university now offers “an education in close-mindedness and intolerance,
which is to say, illiberal education.”15
Mill’s view of the marketplace of ideas is consistent with the precepts of liberal
science, and is generally considered part of its system. Because all speech is valuable in
advancing debate, regardless of its truth, even hate speech must be considered speech,
and the first argument for speech measures loses its cogency.
The second and third arguments for the measures recently implemented on
college campuses both examine imbalances of power and argue that trigger warnings,
safe spaces, and speech codes are necessary to help achieve more balance. By necessity,
arguments about imbalances of power must rely on identity, whether a matter of current
demographics (as in argument two) or historical oppression (as in argument three).
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Identity and liberal science aren’t compatible because liberal science is supposed to be
independent from the person pursuing it.
Trigger warnings, safe spaces, speech codes, and any other sort of similar
restrictions necessarily involve value judgments, not only about oneself but also about
others. Preemptive actions such as these require determining that subjects are damaging
to talk about before they are debated. This runs counter to the central assertion of liberal
science, which holds that all judgments must constantly be subject to debate and
experimentation. As such, advocates of liberal science in education reject any of these
restrictions because they are not compatible with the process involved in practicing
liberal science.
The University as an Institution
Others try to argue against these speech codes not by valuing either the truth or a
certain process of education. Instead, they claim that the intrinsic institutional value of
the university is such that if speech codes violate one of the preconditions, free speech,
restrictions on speech cannot possibly be morally compatible with our idea of the
university. As an essential social institution central to American life, the university must
reflect what we consider institutionally necessary. Former Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
once wrote that “The very aim and end of our institutions is just this: that we may think
what we like and say what we think.”16 No matter how compelling the motives behind
speech restrictions, no matter how much trauma is reduced by trigger warnings, no matter
the comfort that safe spaces provide, they still cannot overrule the institutional value of
free speech.
16
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This defense of free speech utilizes a philosophical hierarchy to make its
institutional claim against any restrictions of speech. Many proponents recognize that the
arguments in favor of trigger warnings, safe spaces, and speech codes are “grounded in
the need to foster an atmosphere respectful of and welcoming to all persons, (and) strike a
deeply responsive chord in the academy.”17 They maintain that efforts to combat hate,
correct historical injustices, and encourage equality are very important. They believe that
these arguments represent pro tanto obligations that may well be more important than
something like ideological diversity or liberal science. However, in maintaining the
intrinsic social value of the university, this institutional imperative for free speech is an
absolute obligation that any pro tanto obligation (like the ones above, used to argue for
speech codes) cannot possibly overrule. As such, “free speech is not simply an aspect of
the educational enterprise to be weighed against other desirable ends. It is the very
precondition of the academic enterprise itself.”18 Instead of valuing the truth, or a specific
process, this argument proposes that speech codes abrogate the very nature of the
university itself.
Speech and Exposure Therapy
Another argument against restrictions on speech relies on basic tenets of modern
psychology. Trigger warnings and safe spaces are purported to help students avoid
anxiety-inducing situations. Speech codes are intended to help people avoid offensive
speech. While these seem like the correct measures to ameliorate fears, psychology
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suggests the opposite. It has been shown that “the very idea of helping people with
anxiety disorders avoid the things they fear is misguided.”19 Avoiding things that cause
fear can help in the short-term, but actually reinforces that fear over the long run.
Exposure therapy, on the other hand, “creates a safe environment in which to expose
individuals to the things they fear and avoid. The exposure to the feared objects, activities,
or situations in a safe environment helps reduce fear and decrease avoidance.”20 Some
arguments for free speech have tried to apply exposure theory to the classroom.
Lukianoff suggests that the classroom is a perfect place for exposure therapy
because “discussion of violence21 is unlikely to be followed by actual violence, so it is a
good way to help students change the associations that are causing them discomfort.”22
Lukianoff also argues that social learning applies with restrictions on speech. If issues
aren’t discussed because a small number of students in the class might be triggered by
such topics, others in the class can become fearful of these things as well, simply because
they are viewed as too taboo or controversial to discuss.23 It is even more essential that
this exposure take place by the time students graduate since “the world beyond college is
far less willing to accommodate requests for trigger warnings and opt-outs.”24
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This argument resonates with ones discussed previously about the role of the
university. Most accept that an important role of any educational institution is to prepare
its students for what lies beyond its gates. Restrictions on speech and safe spaces
generally don’t exist in the public sphere, or when they do, are not nearly as expansive as
on some college campuses. Protections that cease upon graduation don’t prepare students
for the realities they might face beyond college. Furthermore, given the psychology
behind exposure, students who have not been exposed to certain things because of
restrictions might become unnecessarily anxious in situations that have far higher stakes
than most at college. As such, some believe that speech codes, safe spaces, and trigger
warnings stunt the ability of students to function in their lives beyond campus.
A more practical argument against speech codes relates to how students interact
with their peers on campus. Increasing partisanship in America is a fact.25 Arguments
over speech codes and safe spaces inflame these partisan passions, and cause students to
be pitted against each other not just intellectually but in a personal manner. Jay
Nordlinger, senior editor at the National Review, argues that these personal conflicts are
very harmful in promoting a healthy student life. In conversation, Nordlinger revealed his
beliefs about the best way for students to enjoy themselves.26 For the dual purposes of
getting an education and for building healthy relationships with peers, it is useful to avoid
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the conflict that partisanship can cause. As such, it is better to avoid speech codes and the
potential conflict that follows.
The University Must Protect
However, there are some that believe that speech codes are necessary not merely
to protect historically under-represented and oppressed groups, but to protect all college
students. The leading proponent of this view is University of Chicago law professor Eric
Posner. Posner argues, “Critics complain that universities are treating adults like children.
The problem is that universities have been treating children like adults.”27 Students must
be protected from hurtful speech because they are simply not mature enough to correctly
process it. This view holds that the goal of education is “to conduct class in such a way
that maximal learning occurs, not maximal speech.”28 As such, Posner and his followers
claim that restrictions on speech are justified in the classroom, as they promote what they
see as a better education for students from all groups.
However, Posner also believes that such restrictions are necessary outside of the
classroom. First, he believes that students wanting to express their partisan, political
views need merely to leave campus, to places without restrictions on free speech.
However, his main argument seems to be a variation of “kids will be kids.” Pointing out
recent scientific research which uncovered the fact that brains continue to develop
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throughout a person’s twenties,29 Posner argues that college students’ lack of impulse
control inclines them to “undermine their own arguments by being needlessly
offensive.”30 Furthermore, he points out that before the Free Speech Movement, students
had reduced autonomy, and it was only a “wave of anti-authoritarianism”31 that led to
students being treated like adults. As such, he believes that restrictions on speech are
justified on campuses because students aren’t good at determining how to best take
advantage of the right to free speech.
It seems that these arguments against speech codes have recently gained steam, as
well as raising public awareness about how speech is handled at college campuses. While
there have recently been a number of high-profile incidents of speech repression at
American universities, these have generally been a result of student groups, often without
the support of the administration.32 In fact, FIRE has reported that school policies on
speech have become less restrictive every year since 2007.33 With school-enforced
speech codes on the decline, it can no longer simply be a result of faculty ideology. It
seems that just as in Savio’s time, students will have the prerogative in deciding the
future of speech on campus.
29
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Conclusion
More than 50 years after Mario Savio gave the first speech of what would become
the Free Speech Movement, universities in America still grapple with exactly what
speech should be allowed on campus. Arguments about speech restrictions have turned
into two opposing sides trying to determine what is most important in 21st century
American life, the protection of individual liberties, or the right to equality and safety in
ones identity.
Are speech movements really about speech? Yes and no. While there are some
purists, most of the people believe that their interpretations of the right amount of speech
are correct because they provide the best outcomes for students. Whether it is protection
or education, advocacy or psychology, those who have become involved in this debate
understand that whether or not there are restrictions on speech is crucial to their ends.
While the motivations that inspired speech codes, trigger warnings, safe spaces,
and other protective measures were good; the drawbacks always outweighed the benefits.
Stifling opinions one disagrees with or thinks are morally wrong does not help defeat
these opinions; all this does is help people with different opinions dig in further on their
respective sides. Mario Savio fervently believed that the best way to advocate for the
rights of those under-represented in a community was not to limit speech but to expand it,
so that all voices could be heard. Only in this way would the truth possibly be discovered.
He believed that if he could participate in the marketplace of ideas, he would be able to
disprove hateful and wrong theories through argumentation, not repression.
Free speech helps prevent monolithic thought and intellectual laziness. The lack
of dogma makes the educational system work. John Searle remains one of the few links
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between the Free Speech Movement and debates about speech today. In 1991, the
longtime Berkeley professor who quite openly supported the FSM wrote that the
“objective of converting the curriculum into an instrument of social transformation
(leftist, rightist, centrist, or whatever) is the very opposite of higher education.”1
Education’s justification is that it is a rigorous, objective pursuit of the truth. By nature,
this must require maximal amounts of speech, and so free speech is instrumental in our
learning.
While offensive speech may offend, repression of speech does more harm. In
refusing to hear each other out, to be willing to change beliefs, and in having an
automatic dislike of the other side, we are encouraging the very partisanship that
seemingly helped cause the issue in the first place. Arguing for free speech may actually
build possibilities for cooperation between the two sides, as both know what it is like to
have their speech repressed. As the debate continues to reign on college campuses, the
future health of our educational system seems partially to rest on having speakers from all
ideological views being allowed to speak, and restrictions on speech being phased out on
college campuses.
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